Introduction
Let us consider an infinite system of functional equations of the form investigated by the author in hiB work [1] in which it has been proved under suitable assumptions that the system considered has at least one solution. The proof of the existence of the solution was based on Tychonoff's fixed -point theorem for the operation in B0 space.
Wow we shall show that the system (1) has a unique solution in tha class of functions fulfilling the Idpschitz condition. The proof will be based on Banach's fixed -point theorem.
Assumptions
We shall make the following assumptions. 1°. The given real -valued functions f^(x.u^ ,Ug,...), k = 1,2,...,n; m = 1,2,...,q^; j = 1 ,2,...,r are defined in the region (4) j(x,u-| ,u2,...) : xe£, lu^JCoo, i = 1,2,...j
(1 ) and fulfil there the inequalities Let us consider in the space A the set Z of all points r "1 oo i/>(x) =J^(x)jfulfilling for ^=1,2,... the inequalities (13) and (14) with the constants <? and X taken according to the conditions (15) and (16). tfor the points cf the space A we shall define the operation y/= ky by the equalities We will prove that the set Z = A(Z) is a subset of the set Z and the operation (21) is a contracting one. Let us observe at the beginning that the assumptions 2° and 3° imply for the functions (21) the inequality Prom the relations (15) and (22) we get for each ^=1,2,... and xeffl the estimation (23) To investigate the difference 1^(x) -of the function (21) in the points x,xeQ, we take under consideration the inequalities (8) and (14) and also the assumption 2° and we get From the condition (10) we deduce that for 3f<1 (see formula (16)) we have < 1 and thus
At last, from the assumptions (9), (11) and (16) Thus we have proved that the assumptions of Banach's theorem are fulfilled.¡This means that the system (1) has a unique solution in the class of functions fulfilling the inequalities (13) and (14).
